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ct. Ihis paper is about mathematical problems in programming language semantics a1.d 
their influence on recursive function theoy. We define a notion of computability on continuoils 
higher types (for all ty,pes) and show its equivalence to effective operators. This resuit shows that 
our computable operators can model mathematically (i.e. extensionally) everything that can be 
done in an operational semantics. These Few recursion theoretic concepts which are appropriate 
to semantics also allow us to construct Scott models for the A -calculus which contain all and only 
computably elements. Depending on the choice of the i itial cpo, our general theory yields a 
theory for either strictly determinate or else arbitrary non etermini;tic objects (parallelism). The 
formal theor- k developed in Part II of this paper. Part I gives motivation and comparision with 
related work. 
I. I. IntroA4ction 
ctions that can 
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cpo (complete partially ordered set) (see Section 11.1). It is easy to see (and will 
fu]]ow from our general theorem) that functions arising in computing are modelled .A 
by continuous functions n 49. But mathematical semantics not only asks for 
these functions which have simple types 0 X l l l X O-+ 0. It also asks for functions of 
arbitrary types 7 (even for infinite type; see [Id, 4 9 ah Section 11.5). It seems 
natural then to consider the hereditarily continuous functions of finite types (for 
instance, this guarantees that we obtain a fixed point operator for all types). But 
there arise two questions. 
(1) What are the “computab1e” lements among all continuous functions of type 
7? 
(2) Can we express everything that we need in semantics by such continuous 
computable operators? 
We investigate these questions and give precise answers in this paper. 
1.2. The basic ideas 
We consider objects of all finite types. There is one type for individuals, denoted by 
0, If 7 and u are types, then T + v is the type of a function from type r to type ct 
05 jects. 
Analogously to type 0 -+ 0, we have two possibilities to represent an argument for 
a higher type function. We can either give (an index of) a program of appropriate 
type or e!se an extensional representation of the argument. We investigate both 
approaches and define 
Computable operatiors (of type T): They take arguments of appropriate type in 
extensional representation, i.e. arguments are represented by their “graph” which 
is appropriate for mathematical semantics. Since the “graph” of such an object is 
infinite in general, we approximate it by finite pieces (basis elements) and require 
the function to be continuous with respect o this approximation. The computable 
objects then are those represented by (an index of) an r.e. set which enumerates the 
desired basis elements. 
E.flective operators (of type 7): They work directly on programs, i.e. they are 
gi en by partial recursive functions which have the same values OR equivalent 
indices. Effective operators describe operational semantics. 
Comparing the two notions of higher type operators, we observe: 
(a) Computable operators eem to be more restricted because they art restricted 
i0 continuous arguments. 
(b) Effective operators eem to be more restricted because they tzt 
effer;-live operators as arguments (computable operators l?dve 2X*-many arguments, 
i.e. also non-computable ones). - 
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gave a proof for all functiortals (types n + 1: n -+ 0) on total inputs (thus generaliz- 
ing the theorem of Kreisel et al. [9] for type (O+O)+O on total inputs’. our 
theorem now applies to all types on partial inputs. It also applies to non-determinate 
operators (which include the partial recursive operatxs and function& in Rogers’ 
terminology) as we discuss next. 
1.3. Non-determinate objects 
e can introduce a secoiad symbol for undefined, T (= overdefined) and look at 
continuous functionals, operators etc. over (T}, a ‘cps with 
L z p2 tf for all n E N. We call those non-de 
recursive functionals and operators can be modelled by such c 
But we get more than those because it becomes possible now to consider “partially 
overdefined ” objects. An example of such an operator which is not allowed in 
Rogers’ theory is hq l Ax l F,(, ,(cp ), where P is any recursive function and F, is the 
non-deierminate functional with index j. More generally, this means that Ihe 
category of non-determinate operators is Cartesian closed, a property that is clearly 
most desirable (even necessary for a general theory of computability). 
Using non-determinate partial computable functions, we can define noln- 
determinate _;ITective operators and show their equivalence to non-determinate 
camp Jtablt= .2Terators. 
Tht: uniform treatment of all types zriakes t+e analogies between objects of 
different types transparent and explains the seemable fundamental differences 
between function theory and higher type theory that Rogers points out (far 
instance, the fact that his recursive operators are recursively enumerable). From 
our point of view, it is simyly an unfortunate choic.: of words. His recursive 
onals actually correspond to partial recursive functions and hi:; partial 
recursive functionals correspond to non-determina e fvnctlons, a notion which is 
usually not introduced in recursion theory. Howe r, it is useful to consider the 
notioa cf non- determinate operators (which leads to our “theory tmer 
(a) they arise in a general formalism with non-detcrminiszic constructs, and 
determinacy in a reasonably rich non-deterministic language is undecidable: 
(b) already at type 2, non-determinate operators are more powerfu’l than 
determinate ones (there is a function f which is the image of a partial function qr, 
under w non-determinate operator but no determinate operator can establish this 
correspondence). 
we might want tcl have a separate theory for dmrminare 
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Our theory captures bot t is *based on a cpo with additional 
properties common to both is required to have a 
Section 11.2). This gives us at the same time a theory over 
should be noted at this point that it is ~.n essential ature of our developments hat 
we are working in the category of cpo’s and not lattices, which would be too rich a 
structure for the theory o! determinate objects. 
Finally, let us mention that our theory, as it stands, is applicable also to the cpo 
: dN (theory over j. In this setting, different output values are not collapsed into 
a single element “overdefined” but they are retained. The typed operators over ” 
are equivalent o the “typed functions” in Scott’s modlel PU (see [IS]). 
II. I. Preliminaries for the general theory 
We first recall some basic notions 
functions, etc.). A more detailed 
that TJve are going 
presentation can 
to use (types, 
be found for 




(1) The types that we are going to use are defined by: 
(aj. 0 is a type (it is the only basic type), 
(b) if ~,n are types then (7 + 0) is a type, 
(c) there are no other types. 
We heave selected the integer types to be the subcollection of types defined 
inductively by n + 1: = n --) n (and not n + 1 = n + 0 which are the functional types 
used sometimes in the literature IS]). We abbreviate type (7 -+cf + p)) by 
I464p. 
(2) Complete partially ordered set3 and their use in programming language 
semantics (fixed point semantics) have been discussed in [ 11,4]. We review only the 
basic definitions and properties that we need in this paper. 
A COO (complete partially ordered set) is a partially ordered set with thie 
properties that: 
(i) each ascending chain htis a least upper bound, 
(ii) there is a ieast elemest, denoted by 1 (bottom). 
he appropriate functions “between cpo’s ’ are the functions that 
respect least upper bounds of (nonempty) chains. They are called eonti~tuous 
(d) 
(3) 
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Continuous functions with several arguments can be viewed as functions on 
iterated function spaces since there is a continuous natural isomorphism 
[D % B’, D”] = [D, [D’, D”j] for any cpo’s B, ’ a:?d II”. We will therefore 
allow writing a(xI, . . ., x,1 instead of a(Q(x2). . .(x, 
introduce explicitly a “many-argument type” since it is e 
treatment o have only one-argument functions to consider. 
All our notions of computable objects will be n an indexing of LP?. sets, 
We do not specify how this indexing is obtained. wever, we require that a 
ses ec 
canonical procedure or enumerating each I!$ be given. 
19.2. Computable operators 
We said earlier that we wanted to approximate a computable operator by “‘finite 
pieces of its graph” (basis elements). The properties that we require below for a 
recursive basis B of a cpo D are such that 
is recursively enumerable and generates D, 
can compute with elements represented by an r.e. sequence of basis 
elements, and 
(c) the space of continuous functions between two cpo’s with recursive bases has 
itself a recursive basis. 
C3ve.n a 4+ D we define: 
set X C D is called compatible (what we actually mean iz that the 
X are compatible) if X has an upper bound in 
set B c D is called a recurshe basis of D if 
is an r.e. subset of D (PO = I, &, &, . . . j, 
(ii) each element x E s the lub of in of b,sis elements, 
(iii) for all chains {xi} _ and all j E xi 2 /Jj 3 there is an i s.t. xi 2 pi, 
(iv) it is decidable whether for iI,. . ., i 
pi*C,Pil9 
{P iI9 l l -9 
(v) fx all it,. 
t iI9 l l ‘9 pi,} is compatible e 
LJ (Pil, l l 09 Pi,) fE 
f a cpo has a recursive basis, t en it is uniquely determined (U 
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Proof. We think of basis elements 
described by a finite collection of 
arguErent”, let us say on b E I3 we 
make such a simple function continuous we have to require at least that for all x 2 b 
we get also the value b’. 
as generalized finite functions. They can be 
functions which “only halve a value on one 
want the value &‘E B’. However, in order to 
Formally now, we define 
(b, b’):= hx E D. If x 2 b then b’ else L’, 
and prove some properties about this definition. . 
Lemma 1. For ull b E B, b’E I?‘, (b, b’) is an element of D. 
t,ernma 2. 
function @ 
Let 6: = 
Each monotonic function m : B --) D’ extends uniquely to a continuous 
:D-+D’. 
(bi, b:) for i = 1,. . ., n. 
.emma 3. The following statements are equivalent : 
(a) 6,. . .) &} is compatible, 
(b) for all i,, . . ., i, {bi,, . . ., bi,} is compatible =$ (b:,, . . ., bid is compatible, 
Qcj U {iL, . . ., ii} exists. 
We leave ;!hc proofc of these lemmas to the reader. A recursive basis B for D is 
now obtained by enumerating all lJ ((pi,, p I,), . . ., (pi.3 &)} that exist (whether such 
6 !ub exists or not is decidabite by Lemma 3; t!re axioms of a recursive basis are 
Emily verified). 
Starting with a cpo Do which has a recursive basis, we thus have a recursive basis 
for each D7. The computable lements of D’ are going to be those which are 
represented by an r.e. set of bla:Gs elements, i.e. those which are the lub of an r.e. set 
of basis elements. If we think of DI” 11s being fi or fi then each such set has a lub. 
However, if Do is this is ndt true. So for the general theory we have to 
single-value the Wj’S’ with respect to the enumeration of the basis Bf, The 
single-valuing procedure gives us for each WI an r.e. set WEdj which we will write as 
UJ. 
It is d&red by: 
(1) enumerate Wj : x1, x2,. . . ; 
(2) Uj: y,, y,, . . . is obtained by 
f(a) ~5 = x1, 
(b) 
x n+l ;c 7 *A 03 y1, l l *, /3 Gm,, p Zc+,:) is compatible, 
Y n+l = 
Yn 
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UT is clearly r.e. and {p’; 1 k E Ur} is compati&!e (because each finite subset is 
compatible). If {& 1 k E Wi) happens to be compatible, then UT = Wj. 
We now can define the operator with Glide number j of type 7, @T, by 
We call those the computable operators of type 7, 
For computing with such an operator @T->9 we first have to decide on how we want 
it0 represent an input of ty 7. If the argument is a @,‘then we know that the index 
i defines the single-valued . set UTwhichdefines @rby @::= J{p;(k E U:}. But 
now remember that the basis B’ generates D’, thus all elrmellis of D * are of the 
form CT = U (P; 1 k E S}, where S c N is some (singe-valued) subse:t of 
Equally, for each j, the operator au: = @i’“(G’) is of the form 0” = 
U (BaJ k E 0) 5r some 0 C . So the question is: how do we “compute 0 .from, 
S”‘) We use the following model (which is used also by Rogers to define l 
enumeraticn operators). We think of S as being presented element by element. 
Then from each finite piece of S we obtain a tiaite piece of the %utput set” 0 as 
follows. Suppose that at time n we know {s,, . . ., sm} c S and {k,, . . ., k,) C Ui’“a 
We then add to the output set an index I with the property 
Remarks. (i) 7 he output set 0 obviously depends on the order in which S is 
presented. However, the operator described by 0 epends only on the operator 
described by S. If we cared for a canonical representation ofall elements, we could 
easily represent an element 2’ by its “fu!l graph”, the set {k 1 /B ;&.Z -}, and modify 
the above procedure so that it produces the full graph or thle result. 
(ii) If the input set S is an r.e. set, then we can find effectively from its index i an 
index k of the output set (which is thus r.e. also). This can be done for al! types. In 
addition, if the result is of type 0, we can compute more than just the indiex of a 
type 0 program. We can “partially compute” the element of Do that is denoted by 
the program. Computation in a cpo 6)’ means that we compute better and better 
approximz lions. In general, such re infinite. If 
notion of J omputability correspon usual notion 0 
bility. 
3 
C. dive opemtms 
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. addition, we 85s~ e that a pairing 
ctively 
( Xl, *. .7 xn+*):= ((xl,. l 0, xn), .:e,,+Ij, 
utable operators of type T wcs had to single-value the ‘s with respect 40 
7 of D’; here we have to shgle-value the: ‘s with respect o t 
uple~ given by the pairing f’ ion. l?he r.e. set obtaine 
from single-valuing in this way is denoted by 
It is defined by: Vy : yx, y2,. . . is obtained from bY 
(a) yl = x2, 
09 
I ym if xmul = (pl, . . *, bI, k) and 
ym+r s with {pl, &} not compatible, 
x m+l. otherwise. 
sm, y,=(p . . ..pn.k’) 
is single-vaiuing has the efEect hat for all pl; . . ., pn E 
:~(p*,-,P&E V? 
exists,, This allows us to de 
then {+;j if; a Giidel numbering of the partial recursive 
functions *r have the s-02- II we really nee 
ber that these are recursive functions with t 
0 ii r e,&E 7 +,a 9 
e ES rJ : f)qx,, . . ., x,) = d/$ 
II.4 1 in theorem 
Let Do be a cpo with a recursi\G basis e theorm below states that the 
sysiems { ‘} an ectively is01110 hic: (with respect to application). 
4HBk!. I each type T there are recursive functions 
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and slhsw: 
(i) kT+&) e ET”*, 
(ii) (II) of the theorem. 
These are straightforward verifications. 
(b) Pe$n&‘~irt ofg,,~~ For e E ET*=, @I;z:(cj should be equivalent to YZ4C Zf we 
apply V:‘” to eflective operators corresponding to basis eiements lof tyge 7, we can 
determine exactly what @iV”,“& should be. What is not obvious however is that 
!P - z”” induces a continuous element. We first prove two lemmas which express 
exactly this fact. 
Let c(k).be a canonical index for {k}, i.e. WCtkj = {k}, therefore: @&,= pi. 
Lemma 1 (monotonicity). For all k, j E N, c E E’“q xi e E”i, 
_ P;Z~.~-,9:+‘(h~(c(k)),xl,...,x~)~~r”+’(hsO’),~ ,,..., x,). 
Lemma 2 (compactness), For al! j, s E N, e E E”q xi E Eq, 
An immediate consequence of these two lemmas is: 
CeMIary (continuity). I;br ,nll j E N, e E E ‘,q Xi E E”i, 
‘k:“ihT i_i)v ~1,. e -7 xm)I =U{#:+‘(h, (c(k)), x1,. e ., x,) 1 p;!; @;}, 
roofs of the lemmas. We show that the negation of each of the lemmas allows us to 
solve the halting problem. Therefore the proofs a:e not constructively tvaiid. 
,emma 8. The negation of Lemma 1 implies that there exists k, j, s E N, 
e E E*+q A:i Ci E”i such that @;& cfij and PYg +,““‘(h, (c(k)), x1,. . ., x,), but 
@:gK”(k (j), Xl, - - -9 x,). We define an r.e. set Wrtr) for each z E N by Wrtzl: 
output k. If t&) & then output UT. 
Boperties : 
(a) UZ&) z= ?G&, 
(b) @:(*)= @;cr*cp*(z)J , 
(c) @;<q = P;-q?(z) t l 
For deciding whether rp,(z) & v:e can ask simultaneously 
(a) e&)3- ? 
%. Assume that there exist j, s E 
) .J . .&I x,) an 
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This means that no “finite segment” of @f is sufficient for +:+‘, therefore 
UT : kl, k*, . . . must be infinite. 
For each z E N we define an r.e. set WrtrI by: 
For n E N do 
If cpz(z)J S n ticten output k,. 
Remark : q*(Z)4 s n means: “&) does not converge in at mol-it n steps”. 
Properties : 
(a) U& = Wtzj, 
(b) @r(z) = @; - p*(z) f 9 
(c) B’ 3 @:(*,c @;++tpz (2) $ . 
For deciding whether ~~(2) & we can ask simultaneously 
(a) cpz(z)s- ? 
jb) /3:& Q: Y& (r(z)), XI,. . .9 xn)? (- co&) t ). 
We now define gTdV (e) in the way we have already outlined briefly. For @~T~~(ej, 
we enume-ate al! basis elements that we obtain from considering !P:‘” applied to 
effective operators corresponding to basis elements of type T. Formally, we define 
W &-4q 1 for all q E N by Wg,,,(qI: enumerate all i E N such that 
(k) = g r (s:(q, h, (c(k)))). 
Proposition. FN all e E ET-w, 
Remark. This proposition tells us that all basis elements that we have enumerated 
are indeed available for @~~~(+ 
Proof. We have to show that each finite set of basis elements with indices from 
W &-d~) is compatible. Due to Lemma 3 in Ei.2, this follows immediately from the 
following: 
. L :t /q-‘- = (&, /3;) with i, cz Wg,,,IeI for j = 1,. . ., m. Assumtf that 
{P I 19 * l l 9 p ii,,,) is compatible. Then (&3 E, . . *, /3FJ is comptible. 
compatible. 
So now we know t 
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We have to show that g?-., satisfies (I) of the: theorem which is equivalent to saying: 
(*) For all e E ET-=, X E E ‘, Xi E E*‘, 
) zz *F+‘(& X19 r 0 -9 Xn), 
we deducle 
Our coroky finally tells us that this is equal to +:+I@, x1,. . ., Xn) which concludes 
the proof of (*). 
The only thing left in the proof of the theorem is (III), i.e. that h7+@ and g7-,, 
induce an equivalence between CDf+u and ElY4a. This is immediate since both 
sets are defined with extensional equality and Wthermore, inequality of two 
elements of CD7-u shows up on computable arguments (even on basis elements) of 
type 7. 
11.5. Typeles3 uperaturs 
Part of our motivation to investigate computable operators of finite types Came 
from an attempt o construct extensional A-calculus mo els which (1) contain only 
Scomputab!e objects, and (2) contain “all” computable objects of finite types. This is 
akmost rivially achieved. The set {b,@ 7 1 n, j E is a recursive basis of the 
extensional A -calcuhs model D over Do (see [ 131, [3] for its definition in the 
category of cpo’s; c, : D’ + D are the embeddings of thle finite type domains into 
iously , if we restrict t 
na? equality on CD remains the same 
utable for several reasons. 
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